
Minutes FSCL Meeting 2022/11/03 
 

Attendees: Jule, Marc, Max, Shawon, Silvia, Sofia, Sven, Tilman, Urs, VB, Yixuan 

Minutes: Jule 

Chairperson: Urs 

 

Urs officially opens the session. 

 

TOP 1    Freshmen 
Everything seems fine. 

 

TOP 2    Answering mails 
Last mail: --- 

There are no new relevant mails. 

 

TOP 3    “Abrechnung” 
Receipts from the introductory events are in the Getränkekasse. Need to hand in a list of freshmen participating in the 

events. Marc asks Stefanie for the list and hands it in. 

The list of attendees also should contain their signatures. Unfortunately we didn’t do that. 

After some lectures this week some of the Ersties have signed the list with hindsight. Now 

there’s a total of 25 signatures. For each signature stuvus pays 1€. Thus we might get back 

25€ from stuvus. As we spend more than 25€ for the introductory events we need to cover 

the rest from the Getränkekasse.  

Marc, Urs Take care of missing signatures and hand in the list by today. 
 

TOP 4    Buying Stuff 
Games night: 04.11.2022. Urban applied for 25€. 

Table tennis table: Plan is to buy a new one. Urs found the application again. Urs checks if applications expire and email 

stuvus that we want to buy the table. 

Kitchen stuff: Sandwich maker + hot plate. Sven applied for it and let stuvus buy these things. 

Cloth bags: 50€ were confirmed for the Ersties. Urs checks if this money can be used not only for Ersties. 

Stickers 

Beanbag: Urban checks for a link (below 75€). 

Christmas decoration: A singing Christmas tree. 

Games night: We have 12 Radler and 10 beer left in the SR room. We should get another 

crate of Spezi, and a mixed crate of Radler and beer. We should take care of students really 

paying for their drinks!  



Table tennis table: Urs told stuvus that we still want to buy the table tennis table. Somehow 

the application is closed. 

Kitchen stuff: The original links are not available anymore. We need to look for other links 

and apply for them. 

Beanbag: Urban found a beanbag and started an application containing the link. It costs 

around 70€. 

There was the idea of buying a doorstop for the computer pool to ensure an exchange of air. 

Multiple arguments were against this idea: The computer pool can be aired via opening the 

windows. Also students might be disturbed at working as there is more noise in the hallway. 

We are not responsible for the room. (In case more students want to get a doorstep we 

could reach out to someone who is responsible for this room.) 

As we don’t have a lot of money left in the Getränkekasse we should definitely try to do 

some things to collect more money. One possibility would be to sell things at the Christmas 

party. Also we could participate in the upcoming Tour de FGen in Vaihingen. 

Sven Buys things for the games night. 

Urs Does the application for the table tennis table again. 

Someone Replace kitchen stuff links with new links in the application. 
 

TOP 5    Session Slot 
Result of a survey determines the regular SR session slot. 

The result of the Doodle is “Thursdays during lunchbreak”. There are no objections. To make 

sure that a lot of us are able to participate we want to keep the sessions in a hybrid setting. 

We should also communicate on Discord and maybe via email our new session slot. 

We close this topic. 

 

TOP 6     (Team) Events 
Games night: 04.11.2022.  

Pub crawl: 18.11.2022. Urban reminds VB to create a google document and send email with it to students. 

Climbing: In December. Marc checks for possible dates and gets a poll-creator to do a doodle. 

Christmas party: Max creates doodle asking students when they leave for Christmas. 

IMS-weekend: 3 days / 2 nights (over the weekend), in black forest (reachable via public transportation), around January / 

February, for all (former) IMS-students; find information in stuvus-wiki; we need financial support; we need a plan; Fabian 

checks for how much in advance we need to apply for stuvus money; Sven creates poll asking for general interest in a 

weekend, creates a google document with TODOs; Max & Marc take a look into financial support for food; Sofia & Urban 

take a look into possible dates and accommodations. 

Christmas party: We should make a program for the evening. Let’s create a document and 

collect some ideas on what we can possibly do. We could also look at the list from last year. 

Until next week we need to figure out possible dates and then we should fix the date.  

IMS-weekend: The “milestone-plan” as well as some further information can be found on 

the whiteboard in the SR room. 40+ people are in favor of participating in a weekend. We 

now need to look for vacation homes with a capacity of this range. It might be best to call 



them and eventually also ask if there’s the possibility to get more sleeping places by sleeping 

on sofas or air mattresses. Until next week we should have a list of dates and also a list of 

vacation homes (that are reachable via public transportation!). So far we have 8 possible 

locations. The list can also be extended by looking at the list provided by stuvus.  

We won’t be able to apply for financial support for an Erstie-weekend as this application is 

way too late. Thus the only chance is to make it a Fachgruppen-weekend. We can only 

consider this weekend as a FG-weekend if we also do some workshops. This shouldn’t be a 

problem. 

There are several possibilities to get financial support for food in case we comply with 

certain guidelines (e.g. for organic food at least 50% of it needs to be bio, animal products 

have to be of Haltungsstufe 4, …). We still need to look further into the guidelines! 

Urs Creates a google document for collecting ideas for the Christmas party. 

Someone Creates a list of possible vacation homes & makes calls. 

Someone Talks to e.g. FIUS about their experiences. 

Max Checks how much financial support we can expect to get per person. 
 

TOP 7    Instagram  
Our Instagram account (@fachgruppe.msv.cl) is live! From now on we want to post 

important things like events also on Instagram. Let’s wait for the next official post before 

officially advertising it. There are already some followers. 

We close this topic. 

 

 

Urs officially closes the session. 

 

 

Topics to keep in mind: 

 Job fair: Organize to integrate some cl-companies to the job fair of computer science next semester. 
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